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Boston Consulting Group partners with leaders 
in business and society to tackle their most 
important challenges and capture their greatest 
opportunities. BCG was the pioneer in business 
strategy when it was founded in 1963. Today, 
we work closely with clients to embrace a 
transformational approach aimed at benefiting all 
stakeholders—empowering organizations to grow, 
build sustainable competitive advantage, and 
drive positive societal impact.

Our diverse, global teams bring deep industry and 
functional expertise and a range of perspectives 
that question the status quo and spark change. 
BCG delivers solutions through leading-edge 
management consulting, technology and design, 
and corporate and digital ventures. We work in a 
uniquely collaborative model across the firm and 
throughout all levels of the client organization, 
fueled by the goal of helping our clients thrive and 
enabling them to make the world a better place.
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Ten Things You Should Know About 
E-Commerce in India

With the world’s lowest data and smartphone costs, growing internet 
penetration, and a proliferation of new online shopping channels, 
India is experiencing a dramatic rise in e-commerce and digitally 
influenced spending. 

To explore this growth, we surveyed more than 10,000 
consumers in India across a range of geographies and 
incomes, analyzed the online transaction data of more 
than 200,000 online shoppers, and interviewed multiple 
industry experts. (See “Our Methodology.”)

The results provide detailed and extensive insights into 
Indian consumers’ shopping patterns and preferences. 
They also reveal a number of intriguing trends, including 
changes in who is shopping, where they live, what they buy, 
and how they shop. Whereas affluent, young, tech-savvy 
men once led the way in Indian e-commerce, shopping for 
mobile devices and other electronics, new cohorts are 
moving to the fore; in fact, today’s new shoppers are more 
often middle-income, older, and female. A growing number 
live in smaller cities or rural areas. And shoppers across 
the board are expanding the number of categories in which 
they buy online. Spurred by the onset of the pandemic, for 
example, they have added groceries and fast-moving con-
sumer goods (FMCG) to their list of online go-to items. 

Moreover, because many new e-commerce buyers are not 
digitally savvy, they find online markets difficult to navigate. 
As a result, they often rely on social media and chat to 
guide them to digital purchases—even responding to voice 
messages from local merchants.

Our findings have major implications for businesses, plat-
forms, and channels that cater to the evolving  e-commerce 
buyer in India. These players can take a number of actions 
to keep abreast of the changing market, including under-
standing the needs of new cohorts and high-growth cate-
gories, adapting their e-commerce strategy to meet them, 
taking advantage of emerging opportunities, developing 
new go-to-market approaches, and working toward inte-
grated and seamless customer journeys. 

Whatever steps they choose, businesses should act quickly 
to attract consumers’ attention online, convert that atten-
tion into sales, and continue the conversation to keep their 
customers engaged.

This report covers our detailed findings.

https://www.bcg.com/en-au/capabilities/customer-insights/overview
https://web-assets.bcg.com/af/0c/b5995bc6466daf33cf5d2f8bbc81/bcg-x-rai-retail-report-2022.pdf
https://www.bcg.com/en-in/india-covid-19-consumer-sentiment-snapshot-series
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/reigniting-retail-demand
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The survey underlying this report was conducted in person 
in late 2020 and 2021. Over 10,000 Indian consumers 
participated in the study, which was overseen by BCG’s 
Center for Customer Insight. 

The survey covered more than 40 metro to tier 4 cities and 
50 rural towns and villages and extended across a range of 
population strata—for example, the annual household 
income of those surveyed ranged from under ₹100,000 
(approximately $1,300) per household to more than ₹5 
million (approximately $65,000) per household—reflecting 
the breadth and depth of the country’s consumers.

The goal of the survey was to derive a comprehensive under-
standing of the current proliferation of digital purchasing 
channels in India, including internet penetration and 
digital influence on both in-person and online purchases 
for more than 90 categories of products and services. 

We corroborated and substantiated our findings through 
extensive, real-time transaction data gathered and ana-
lyzed on the purchase transactions of over 800,000 con-
sumers in India (including about 200,000 e-shoppers), 
along with multiple industry reports and expert inter-
views. The data covered 35 product categories across 15 
leading online platforms over a period of more than two 
years and was analyzed using more than 30 metrics to 
understand multiple consumer, category, brand, and plat-
form characteristics.

Our�Methodology
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As Internet Penetration Soars, Indian E-tail Is 
Poised to Reach $300 Billion by 2030 

Internet penetration in India has more than doubled over 
the past five years, reaching over half of India’s population 
as of 2021—a rate of growth exceeding that of other 
emerging economies such as China and Brazil. As a result, 
India is now the second-largest digital economy by number 
of internet users.

This dramatic growth has been driven in part by the world’s 
lowest smartphone and data costs. Increases in three 
subscriber cohorts—rural residents, those over 45, and 
women—have been another major growth factor. Until 
recently, these three segments of the population had lagged 
in technology adoption, but they have shown increasing 
engagement with digital entertainment and online mes-
saging platforms and are catching up to India’s more 
traditional internet user, the metropolitan millennial male. 
Here are the relevant data points: 

• The number of rural internet users in India has tripled 
over the past five years, surpassing urban users, to 
account for 52% of all internet users in the country in 
2021. 

• Internet users in the 45-and-over age group are almost 
as numerous today as millennials (ages 25 to 35), and 
their numbers are growing more quickly.

• Female internet users jumped from 27% of all users in 
2017 to 46% in 2021. 

As internet penetration has grown, so has digitally influ-
enced retail (purchases influenced by online research) and 
e-tail itself. In fact, the internet has overtaken TV as the 
most influential medium in urban India, even among 
relatively new internet users, exerting more influence over 
purchasing decisions in urban India than any other medium 
as of the end of 2021. Meanwhile, the numbers of digitally 
influenced shoppers and online shoppers have grown 
rapidly in recent years, reaching 260 million to 280 million 
for the former and 210 million to 230 million for the latter 
in 2021. We expect these numbers to increase by 2.5 times 
over the next decade, accompanied by nearly sixfold 
growth in online retail spending. (See Exhibit 1.)

Exhibit 1 - Online Retail Will Grow Nearly Sixfold, Reaching $300 Billion 
by 2030

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�Oxford�Economics;�
BCG analysis.

Note: Among�18+�population;�the�online�retail�spending�and�digitally�influenced�retail�spending�shown�are�for�product-only�categories.�Internet�users�
=�consumers�who�have�internet�access.�Digitally�Influenced�shoppers�=�consumers�who�have�done�online�research�before�or�at�the�time�of�purchase�
for�at�least�one�category�during�the�calendar�year.�Online�shoppers�=�consumers�who�have�purchased�products�in�at�least�one�category�online�during�
the calendar year.
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This e-tail growth received a kick-start from the COVID-19 
pandemic, which pushed many consumers to begin shop-
ping online for the first time and encouraged existing 
shoppers to increase their online purchasing, as physical 
shopping channels closed or became difficult to access. 
The net effect was to accelerate growth in the number of 
online shoppers in India by approximately four years and 
in the amount of online spending by about three years. 
Shoppers who were new to online shopping made up 35% 
of total online buyers during the period from April to Sep-
tember 2020. (See Exhibit 2.)

In addition to propelling Indian e-commerce growth, the 
pandemic has changed the shape of e-commerce in terms 
of online shoppers, product categories, and channel mix. 

Although COVID-19 prompted an influx of new online 
shoppers, these consumers are here to stay; they have not 
adopted online shopping as a temporary recourse. In fact, 
the shopper retention rate—defined as the percentage of 
shoppers who bought something online in the six-month 
period after first shopping online—is quite similar for new 
post-pandemic shoppers and for existing pre-pandemic 
shoppers, at 34% and 35%, respectively. 

Exhibit 3 - COVID-19 Accelerated the Growth of E-Commerce by Three to 
Four Years

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�consumer�survey�data,�
secondary�reports,�expert�calls,�and�other�sources;�BCG�analysis.�

Note: Among�18+�population;�the�online�spending�shown�is�for�product-only�categories.�Pre-COVID-19�and�post-COVID-19�projections�represent�
expected�online�shoppers�and�retail�spending�projections�for�2025�and�2030�made�in�a�pre-COVID-19�period�( January�2017)�and�in�a�post-COVID-19�
period�( January�2022).�
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https://www.bcg.com/en-us/publications/2021/impact-of-covid-19-on-indian-consumers
https://www.bcg.com/en-us/publications/2021/impact-of-covid-19-on-indian-consumers
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/demand-centric-growth-compass-for-retailers
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2021/five-post-pandemic-retail-consumer-trends
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Our survey looked more deeply into the growth of Indian 
 e-commerce to uncover details about the consumers re-
sponsible for this growth—who they are, where they live, 
what they are buying, and how they shop. In the process, 
we identified ten unexpected trends.

BCG’s Survey Reveals Unexpected 
Trends in Indian E-Commerce
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1 Over-45 and Next-Billion Cohorts Lead Among 
New Shoppers

In a surprising divergence from the traditional Indian 
e-commerce shopper—the metropolitan millennial 
male—several new shopper cohorts that previously were 
e-commerce laggards turned to e-commerce as the pan-
demic began, primarily due to a lack of alternatives during 
the lockdown. Two potentially overlapping cohorts domi-
nate this new-shopper category: the over-45 age group, 
which now accounts for more than a third of new shoppers 
in India and is the fastest growing segment; and the “next 
billion,” or middle-income population, which accounts for 
38% of new online shoppers. In addition, Indian women 
are rapidly increasing their presence in the internet mar-
ketplace, where they already make up about 43% of the 
country’s new post-pandemic shoppers. (See Exhibit 3.)

These new cohorts have different needs than more mature 
online shoppers. Whereas mature shoppers tend to seek 
convenience, faster delivery, and variety, newer shoppers 
tend to seek discounts, easy exchanges, and comprehen-
sive product information—all of which may help allay any 
inhibitions they harbor and nudge them forward on their 
new online shopping journey. 

2 Heavy Online Shoppers Exist Across All Age, 
Income, and Gender Groups 

We segmented online shoppers into three archetypes—
the light shopper, who buys in just one or two categories; 
the moderate shopper, who buys in three to five; and the 
heavy shopper, who buys in six or more. In doing so, we 
discovered that moderate and heavy shoppers are almost 
as likely to be over 45, female, and (often) from smaller 
cities—as they are to be metropolitan millennial males, 
the more traditional online buyers. (See Exhibit 4.) 

This behavior was reflected in our conversation with Jay-
shree, a 48-year-old consumer living in Kolhapur—a tier 2 
city in western India—who began shopping online in 2020 
and now buys fresh groceries for everyday consumption by 
placing an order on WhatsApp to her local kirana store. 
She also occasionally buys apparel and footwear for herself 
and her children from accounts that she follows on Insta-
gram. In contrast, Suraj, a 28-year-old living in Delhi, start-
ed shopping online eight years ago and now resorts to 
online platforms first for almost all of his purchases— 
everything from scheduled weekly groceries to clothing for 
an upcoming party, last-minute flight tickets, mobile devic-
es, and insurance. 

Exhibit 2 - The Over-45 and Next-Billion Segments Predominate Among 
New�Shoppers,�and�Women�Are�Catching�Up�to�Men

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.�

Note: The�exhibit�shows�online�shopper�share�percentage�only�among�adults�18+�in�urban�India�(metro�to�tier�3�cities).�Struggler�=�annual�income�
below�$2,000.�Next�billion�=�annual�income�between�$2,000�and�$6,999.�Aspirer�=�annual�income�between�$7,000�and�$12,999;�Affluent+�=�annual�in-
come�$13,000�or�more.�Metro�=�population�greater�than�4�million.�Tier�1�=�population�between�1�and�4�million.�Tier�2�=�population�between�500,000�
and�1�million.�Tier�3�=�population�between�100,000�and�500,000.�Because�of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�100%.�
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Exhibit 4 - Heavy Online Shoppers Can Be Found Even Among 
Smaller-City, Over-45, and Female Cohorts

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.

Note: Online�shopper�share�among�adults�18+�in�urban�areas�only�(metro�to�tier�3�cities).�Archetypes�of�online�shoppers�are�based�on�the�number�of�
categories purchased online, adjusted for online purchasing frequency: light online shoppers bought in one or two categories, primarily shopping on-
line�for�fashion,�followed�by�food�and�groceries;�moderate�online�shoppers�bought�in�three�to�five�categories,�also�ordering�food�online,�buying�mobile�
phones,�and�booking�travel�tickets;�heavy�online�shoppers�bought�in�six�or�more�categories,�also�buying�home�décor,�home�care,�insurance,�watches,�
and�OTT�video�subscriptions.�Metro�=�population�greater�than�4�million.�Tier�1�=�population�between�1�and�4�million.�Tier�2�=�population�between�
500,000�and�1�million.�Tier�3�=�population�between�100,000�and�500,000.�Because�of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�100%.
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3 E-Commerce Spending by PIN Code Diverges 
Sharply from Offline Spending

Indian micro markets, which we delineate within cities by 
PIN code, show sharp differences in e-commerce depth and 
breadth even when patterns of offline spending in those 
markets are similar. For example, Dadar West and Andheri 
West, two Mumbai PIN codes, have similar annual expen-
ditures per household, but annual online spending per 
shopper is much higher in Andheri West. (See Exhibit 5.) 

Brands and platforms therefore need to take a granular 
market approach, given that the business implications may 
vary widely. For example, companies might take advantage 
of the e-commerce affinity in Andheri West to provide more 
premium services and improve their profitability, while 
focusing on gaining a share of wallet from offline channels 
in Dadar West. 

In addition, online retailers and brands should break down 
micro markets by depth and breadth of transaction when 
determining their sales and marketing strategies. For 
example, a PIN code such as Powai registers a high num-
ber of online transactions per shopper and significant 
breadth of categories, but low per-transaction spending. 
This finding indicates a clear need for a bulk discount strat-
egy to boost basket size and remove barriers to large-ticket 
purchases. 

In contrast, a PIN code such as Chembur has high 
per-transaction spending but relatively low depth and 
breadth. This finding indicates a need for cross-selling and 
targeted recommendations to boost the number and 
frequency of purchases. 
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Exhibit�5�-�Varying�E-Commerce�Intensity�at�the�Micro�Market�Level�Is�Not�
Necessarily�Correlated�with�Affluence

Sources: Vumonic�online�transaction�data�for�800,000+�internet�users�in�Mumbai�across�100+�categories�and�15+�platforms;�BCG�analysis.

1Each micro market’s annual retail expenditures per household is indexed to the spending of the micro market with the maximum annual retail ex-
penditures�per�household�(Bandra�West).

2Each micro market’s online spending per shopper is indexed to the spending of the micro market with the maximum online spending per shopper 
(Powai).
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4 Smaller Cities Are Playing an Outsize Role in  
E-Commerce Growth 

Smaller cities are contributing a great deal to India’s 
e-commerce growth. Although it might seem reasonable to 
expect the country’s 8 metro and 49 tier 1 cities to repre-
sent a majority of its mature e-commerce markets, we 
found instead that smaller cities—tiers 2 and 3, which 
have populations of 100,000 to 1 million—such as Secun-
derabad, Junagadh, and Kharagpur account for 30 of the 
top 50. (See Exhibit 6.)

We extrapolated the e-commerce maturity of a market or 
city from three factors: the “transaction index,” or average 
number of transactions per shopper; the “ticket-size in-
dex,” or average ticket size per shopper; and the “category 
index,” or average number of categories bought online per 
shopper. 

We found that 50% of online urban shoppers lived in tier 2 
or tier 3 cities in 2021, a percentage that we project will to 
reach nearly 60% by 2030, as the number of smaller-city 
shoppers is increasing at nearly double the rate of those in 
large cities. While these smaller-city shoppers do not spend 
as much per capita, they were responsible for more than 
36% of online spending in 2021 and will attain an approxi-
mate 43% share by 2030. (See Exhibit 7.)

Product availability and discounts are the most significant 
online incentives for these smaller-city shoppers, according 
to our survey. At the same time, these shoppers express 
more discomfort with e-commerce website interfaces and 
processes than do large-city dwellers. In consequence, they 
look for the most convenient methods of shopping online, 
such as chat, which lets them ask for personalized advice; 
negotiate prices; and visualize products through live dem-
os, photos, and videos.
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Exhibit�6�-�Smaller�Cities�Already�Account�for�Most�of�the�Top�50 
Mature�Markets

Sources: Vumonic�online�transaction�data�for�800,000+�internet�users�across�100+�categories�and�15+�platforms;�BCG�analysis.

Note: The e-commerce digital index for each city’s performance was based on three parameters: the number of online transactions, the amount per 
online�transaction,�and�the�number�of�categories�purchased�online.�Metro�=�population�greater�than�4�million�(e.g.,�Mumbai,�Delhi).�Tier�1�=�popula-
tion�between�1�and�4�million�(e.g.,�Chandigarh,�Guwahati,�Bhopal,�Mysore).�Tier�2�=�population�between�500,000�and�1�million�(e.g.,�Mangalore,�Kol-
hapur,�Cuttack,�Jalandhar).�Tier�3�=�population�between�100,000�and�500,000�(e.g.,�Kakinada,�Junagadh,�Hisar,�Muzaffarpur).
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Exhibit�7�-�Smaller�Cities�Will�Be�the�Source�of�58%�of�Urban�E-Shoppers�
and�43%�of�Such�Spending�by�2030

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.

Note: Online�shoppers�and�online�spending�among�adults�18+�in�urban�areas�only;�online�spending�is�for�product-only�categories.�Metro�=�popula-
tion�greater�than�4�million.�T1�=�population�between�1�million�and�4�million.�Tier�2�=�population�between�500,000�and�1�million.�Tier�3�=�population�
between�100,000�and�500,000.�Tier�4�=�population�between�50,000�and�100,000.�Because�of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�
100%.
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5 Rural Areas Show Enormous Potential for Future 
Growth in Online Spending

Smaller-city shoppers already have a significant influence on 
the online marketplace, but rural shoppers—consumers 
who live on farms or in towns and villages with populations 
of no more than 50,000 people—may be the future of 
 e-commerce. Our study indicates that 54% of online shop-
pers in India will hail from rural areas by 2030, and that 
they will account for 24% of online retail spending. (See 
Exhibit 8.) The main sources of this growth are the young-
est adult cohort (ages 18 to 24) and the rural affluent 
cohort (in comes of at least $13,000). In fact, the level of 
e-commerce penetration achieved by the affluent rural 
population was already four times that of “strugglers” 
(incomes of less than $2,000) in 2021. 

Although new internet users in rural areas—people who 
have been online for less than 12 months—tend to be 
early e-commerce adopters, many of them stop buying 
online within a year due to a poor first experience. This is 
illustrated aptly by an online shopping experience narrated 
by Mandar, a 25-year-old consumer in rural India: “I pur-
chased a Mi TV online during the Big Billion Days sale; 
however, the delivery took more than a week and installa-

tion took another two weeks, dampening the family’s 
excitement about owning a new TV. Worse, there are now 
a few glitches in the TV, but I do not know how to make a 
claim on the warranty. On the other hand, if I had pur-
chased a TV from a shop in a nearby town, these problems 
wouldn’t have arisen.”

One large business operating in China hopes to remedy 
this issue by helping local villagers establish multipurpose 
e-commerce stations in rural areas. These stations serve 
as educational centers, assisting local buyers in making 
online purchases and answering their e-commerce queries. 
In addition, they act as logistical centers for fulfilling ex-
press deliveries, thereby supporting a seamless customer 
experience. And they connect rural sellers to urban mar-
kets, widening their reach and increasing rural affluence, 
which fosters further growth of the online consumption 
cycle. As a result, rural buyers in China today, like their 
urban counterparts, have access to a wider range of goods 
and services. 

This assisted-buying model has also encouraged consum-
ers to continue shopping online, translating into hundreds 
of millions of active users, strong sales in villages, and the 
creation of millions of rural jobs.

Exhibit�4�-�Rural�Areas�Will�Be�Responsible�for�54%�of�Online�Shoppers�
and�24%�of�Online�Spending�by�2030

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.

Note: Online shoppers and online spending among adults 18+. Online spending is for product-only categories.

Share of total online shoppers (%)

Total number of online shoppers (millions)

2021

210-230 350-400 550-600
Total online retail spending ($billions)

50-55 140-160 280-300

2025 (E) 2030 (E) 2021 2025 (E) 2030 (E)

Share of total online retail spending (%)

Urban (metro to tier 4) Rural

32

68

46

54

54

46

10

90

18

82

24

76
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Exhibit 9 - Food and Groceries and Food Orders Are Entering the 
Purchasing Basket Sooner Than They Once Did

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.

Note: Among�online�buyers�18+�in�urban�areas�only�(metro�to�tier�3�cities).

1Order�of�top�categories,�by�share.�For�example,�among�consumers�who�purchased�in�two�categories�online�in�2021,�65%�purchased�apparel�and�foot-
wear,�and�24%�purchased�food�and�groceries.�

Apparel, footwear, 
and accessories

Number of categories
purchased online

Percentage of shoppers buying something online in a category, among shoppers buying online in the stated number of categories (%)1

1 2 3 4 5 Number of categories
purchased online

1 2 3 4 5

28 41 40 49 59

29 21 46 40

41 26 41

13 18

15

56 65 72 77 82

24 35 46 55

30 33 37

28 36

37

Mobile phone

Railway or
bus travel

Food and 
groceries

Watches

Apparel, footwear, 
and accessories

Food and 
groceries

Food orders

Mobile phone

Railway or
bus travel

2017 2021

6 Dramatic Changes Are Occurring in the Fastest- 
Growing Online Categories 

As more and more shoppers in India embrace the internet 
and e-commerce, the types of digitally influenced or direct-
ly completed online purchases are changing rapidly, with 
categories such as online food orders, FMCG, and beauty 
and personal care (BPC) items seeing sales grow by three 
to five times in recent years. 

The pandemic reinforced this shift, as consumers found it 
necessary to buy many more products online during the 
lockdown. For example, the more traditional product cate-
gories made up two-thirds of online retail spending for 
pre-pandemic online shoppers, but they make up less than 
50% of spending for new, post-pandemic shoppers. Con-
versely, spending on food and groceries, BPC, and fashion 
for post-pandemic online buyers is one and a half to two 
times that for pre-pandemic online buyers.

As a result of this shift, food and groceries was the second- 
most-common category to enter consumers’ online pur-
chase basket in 2021, up from fourth-most-common in 
2017. (See Exhibit 9.) The online potential for food and 
groceries has excited many online platforms so much that 
they are now offering ten-minute delivery in hopes of 
growing their user base.

We expect the shape of e-commerce spending in India to 
continue to evolve along this path. From a past in which 
mobile devices, electronics, and fashion dominated 
 e-commerce, fashion will continue to lead the way, but food 
and FMCG will gain share from mobile and electronics. 
According to our projections, fashion and food and FMCG 
will account for nearly half of the e-tail market by 2030, up 
from just over 30% today. (See Exhibit 10.) 
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7 Marketplaces Have More Digital Influence Today 
Than Search Sites

In 2018, the most important digital influence on shopping 
decisions in India was online search. By 2021, digital mar-
ketplaces, such as Amazon and Flipkart, had taken the 
lead. Nonetheless, digital influence differs from product to 
product. Search is the biggest influence on high-ticket buys 
and heavily researched categories such as recreational 
items, appliances, and travel, but marketplaces are the 
most influential for categories that offer direct, app-based 
purchases, such as electronics, fashion, mobile devices, 
and food orders. Interestingly, brand websites have the 
most influence on categories with a high bar for informa-
tion credibility, such as insurance services and travel. (See 
Exhibit 11.)

Consumer demographics and online maturity also play 
large roles in determining how much influence different 
channels have. For example, search is more influential 
among lower-income shoppers, nascent internet users, and 
those who live in smaller cities. On the other hand, the 
more digitally mature the shopper, the stronger the influ-
ence of online marketplaces. Interestingly, nearly 20% of 
adults across all cohorts of age, gender, and city or town 
size today are most influenced by social media and chat 
channels. 

Exhibit�5�-�The�Beauty�and�Personal�Care,�Food�and�FMCG,�and�Fashion�
Sectors Are Growing Fastest

Sources: Forrester;�CCI�e-commerce�model,�BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�
rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.

Note: The�exhibit�covers�e-retail�spending�among�adults�18+.�Electronics�and�appliances�=�desktop�and�laptop�computers,�tablets,�PCs�and�mobile�
accessories,�TVs,�washing�machines,�refrigerators,�air�conditioners,�water�purifiers,�and�small�appliances;�Fashion�=�apparel,�footwear,�accessories,�
and�jewelry;�Food�and�FMCG�[fast-moving�consumer�goods]�=�fresh�food�(not�including�food�orders),�staples,�packaged�food�and�beverages,�health�
and�nutrition�products,�home�care,�alcohol�beverages,�and�children’s�food;�Furniture�and�décor�=�furniture,�home�décor,�lighting,�wires,�switches,�
sockets,�building�materials,�and�paints;�Beauty�and�personal�care�=�skin�and�hair�care,�makeup,�eye�care,�and�baby�care;�Other�categories�include�
over-the-counter�and�prescription�medicines,�recreational�items�(toys,�books,�stationery,�movie�tickets),�and�automotive�and�maintenance.�Because�
of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�100%.�

Share of online retail spending (%)

Total online 
retail
($billions) Mobile devices

Electronics and 
appliances

Fashion

Food and FMCG

Furniture and décor
Beauty and personal care
Other

15–17

20–22

27–30

27–30

22–24
30–35
20–22

20–22 Average

10–13

2015 2021 2025 (E) 2030 (E)

50–55 140–160 280–300 2021–2030
CAGR (%)

35 32
23 18

17

28

17

6
7
6

20

25

16

5
5
6

20

20

11
6

4
7

27

27

2
53 1
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Exhibit�11�-�Marketplaces�Are�Now�the�Greatest�Source�of�Digital�Influence

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.�

Note: Among�urban�(metro�to�tier�3�cities),�adult,�digitally�influenced�consumers.�Electronics�=�desktops�and�laptops,�tablets,�PCs,�and�mobile�acces-
sories.�Fashion�=�apparel,�footwear,�and�accessories.�Mobile�=�mobile�devices�(not�including�mobile�accessories).�Food�and�FMCG�[fast-moving�con-
sumer�goods]�=�fresh�food�(excluding�food�orders),�staples,�packaged�food�and�beverages,�health�and�nutrition�products,�home�care,�and�alcoholic�
beverages.�Beauty�and�personal�care�=�skin�and�hair�care,�makeup,�eye�care,�baby�care,�and�personal�care.�Recreational�=�toys,�books,�and�movie�tick-
ets.�Appliances�=�TVs,�washing�machines,�refrigerators,�air�conditioners,�water�purifiers,�and�small�appliances.�Furniture�and�décor�=�furniture,�home�
décor,�lighting,�wires,�switches,�sockets,�building�materials,�and�paints.�Pharma�=�over-the-counter�and�prescription�medicines.�Travel�=�air,�train,�and�
bus�bookings�and�hotels.�Insurance�=�travel,�motor,�health,�and�life�insurance.�Because�of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�
100%.

1Search sites include search engines, online blogs and forums, and comparison websites.

Q: From which of the following online platforms did you receive the information that most influenced your purchase decision?
Most influential online 
channel (all responses, %)

2018 2021

Mobile Beauty and 
personal care

Recreational Furniture 
and décor

Travel

Fashion

Brand websites YouTube Social media and chat Search Marketplaces

Food and 
FMCG

Food 
ordering

 Appliances Pharma Insurance

14 8 5 6 5 5 7 10 5 4
15 14

7
15

6 11
22

10

23

36

8

10

19

44

16

12

20

36

25

22

28

28

17

36

29

18

33

30

17

22

20

30

13

20

26

34

13

20

27

35

11

18

25

40

11

17

23

44

10

16

23

46

12

19

28

34

12

19

28

27

Electronics

8 Social Media and Chat Are Small but Rapidly 
Growing Channels for Online Buying 

Social media—from Facebook and Instagram to TikTok 
and YouTube—and chat apps such as WhatsApp and Face-
book Messenger are becoming more digitally influential in 
India, but they are also emerging as significant sources of 
online buying. In fact, in our survey’s ranking of most-used 
e-commerce channels, they climbed from 8% of responses 
in 2018 to 23% in 2021, making them the fastest-growing 
channel for online purchases. (See Exhibit 12.)

One reason for this development is that the pandemic has 
spurred an influx of new online buyers who are less digital-
ly savvy than the typical pre-pandemic shopper and often 
struggle with traditional e-commerce platforms. These 
platforms also tend to be especially popular in categories 
where product trials or customization are crucial, such as 
BPC and fashion, and in categories where local shops have 
added an online channel, such as pharmacy and groceries.

The resulting amount of social commerce is high and 
climbing. It already accounts for $2 billion to $2.5 billion—
or 3% to 5%—of 2021 online shopping in India. In compari-
son, Chinese and Southeast Asian social commerce are 
pegged at 15% to 20% and 30% to 40%, respectively, of 
their e-tail markets, highlighting the strong potential for 
growth in India. 

We estimate that social commerce spending will reach $10 
billion to $14 billion by 2025 and constitute 7% to 9% of 
online retail spending. The category’s rising popularity 
reflects its strong value proposition, as it often combines 
the best of physical and digital commerce. For example, 
one long-time e-shopper reported, “I was able to customize 
my order easily, changing the buttons on a kurta set, which 
is impossible to do on traditional e-commerce platforms.” 
Meanwhile, a new-to-online shopper noted, “On chat, it’s 
easier to clarify product doubts, seek additional images 
and advice, etc., which helps establish trust with sellers.” 
Due to strong seller engagement, social commerce also 
benefits from a high conversion-to-purchase ratio. 
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Nonetheless, social media and chat do have some distinct 
downsides—such as a lack of professionalism, customers’ 
fears of being cheated, and the potential misuse of person-
al information—that inevitably arise in any channel oper-
ated by many small, disparate sellers. In addition, discounts 
are very important to Indian shoppers, especially smaller- 
city residents, and e-commerce does not let them negotiate 
prices the way in-person shopping does. Finally, most of 
India’s newer online shoppers say that they are uncomfort-
able using complicated digital apps and would prefer a 
simpler channel, perhaps one in their own vernacular. 

If companies can successfully address issues such as 
these, social commerce is likely to hit the upper end of our 
growth projections in 2025. For example, the availability of 
bulk discounts and the opportunity to buy online from 
local stores or known entities would convince the majority 
of our respondents either to start buying online or to buy 
more online. Many of our respondents also say that they 
would be willing to buy online if they could interact with a 
seller for product-related queries or price negotiations. (See 
Exhibit 13.)

A few emerging local e-commerce models are beginning to 
address some of these issues. One powerful example 
involves the use of livestreaming and video shopping, and 
another relates to group buying. 

Exhibit 12 - The Fastest-Growing Online Purchase Channel Today Is Social 
Media�and�Chat

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.�

Note: Among�urban�(metro�to�tier�3�cities),�adult�online�shoppers.�Appliances�=�TVs,�washing�machines,�refrigerators,�air�conditioners,�water�purifiers,�
and�small�appliances.�Furniture�and�décor�=�furniture,�home�décor,�lighting,�wires,�switches,�sockets,�building�materials,�and�paints.�Electronics�=�
desktops�and�laptops,�tablets,�PCs,�and�mobile�accessories.�Travel�=�air,�train,�and�bus�bookings�and�hotels.�Mobile�=�mobile�devices�(not�including�
mobile�accessories).�Beauty�and�personal�care�=�skin�and�hair�care,�makeup,�eye�care,�baby�care,�and�personal�care.�Fashion�=�apparel,�footwear,�and�
accessories.�Food�and�FMCG�[fast-moving�consumer�goods]�=�fresh�food,�staples,�packaged�food�and�beverages,�health�and�nutrition�products,�home�
care,�and�alcoholic�beverages.�Pharma�=�over-the-counter�and�prescription�medicines.�Insurance�=�travel,�motor,�health,�and�life�insurance.�Because�
of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�100%.

1Such�as�OLX�and�Quikr�(similar�to�Craigslist�in�the�US).�

4

Q: Which of these platforms have you used most often in the last nine months to make an online purchase?

Most often used e-commerce 
channel (all responses, %)

2018 2021

Consumer-to-consumer portals1 Social media and chat Brand websites Marketplaces

Appliances

Furniture 
and décor

Travel

Beauty and
personal care

Fashion

PharmaElectronics Mobile

Food 
ordering

Food and 
FMCG

11
8

20

60

3 6

34

20

41

78

22

7

28

14

53

31

10

57

7

24

15

55

6

25

14

56

22

27

51

4
20

11

67

7

19

18

55

9
11

19

61

23

20

54

Insurance

26

22

52
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Livestreaming and Video Shopping. One increasingly 
popular Indian social-commerce option today provides 
content on a livestreaming and video-shopping platform 
that mimics real-world (nondigital) shopping in India, 
where the activity is a social experience and consumers 
like to get second and third opinions before buying. To do 
this, it uses relatable hosts and influencers in live video 
sessions to sell nonbranded products, primarily in catego-
ries such as BPC, fashion, electronics, and home goods. 
Potential customers can follow influencers, chat with hosts 
or audience members, and order products without leaving 
the live video. Many such consumers come from smaller 
cities or towns and are uncomfortable with e-commerce, so 
the platform offers content in several vernaculars to help 
them understand product descriptions and browse cata-
logs. The platform’s videos also try to mimic offline stores 
by including virtual “touch and feel” experiences and 
providing answers to product queries on such issues as 
assembly, usage, and maintenance. 

Group Buying. One growing Indian social-commerce 
player uses social media and messenger platforms to sell 
groceries and household essentials from lesser-known 
brands by allowing customers to form groups within its 
existing customer network or to be grouped randomly over 
an instant messaging service. Within each group, custom-
ers can share, discuss, and buy a wide range of products 
from multiple sellers, benefiting from discounted prices on 
group purchases but still receiving individual deliveries. 
This model taps into consumers’ need to trust the seller 
and their desire for discounts—the latter trait appealing to 
middle-class shoppers in particular. 

Exhibit�13�-�New�E-Commerce�Models�Are�Accelerating�Consumer 
Intentions to Buy Online

Sources: BCG�CCI�Digital�Influence�Study�2013–2017,�2021�surveys�(N�=�10,000�to�20,000�each�year,�urban�and�rural�coverage);�BCG�analysis.

Note: Among�urban�(metro�to�tier�3�cities),�adult�consumers.�

1Question:�“If�the�following�features�were�available�on�online�purchasing�platforms,�how�would�the�presence�of�these�features�affect�your�online�pur-
chasing�behavior?”�Responses�included�“I�will�definitely�start�buying�online”�and�“I�may�start�buying�online.”

2Question:�“If�the�following�features�were�available�on�your�most-used�online�purchasing�platform,�how�would�the�presence�of�these�features�affect�
your online purchasing behavior?” Responses Included “I will start buying much more” and “I will start buying a little more.”

Option to buy online at discounted price if purchasing in bulk1

2

3

4

Option to buy online from local shops or known individuals

Option to buy online after interacting with seller
(queries, pics, videos, livestream, etc.)

Option to buy online after negotiating a price with seller

ONLINE PLATFORM FEATURES
NON-ONLINE SHOPPER
Will start buying online (%)1

63

58

55

56

76

75

70

69

EXISTING ONLINE SHOPPER
Will start buying more online (%)2
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9 As Consumers Grow More Sophisticated, They 
Expand to New Platforms

As our online transaction dataset reveals, the more mature 
e-shoppers in India are, the more discerning they tend to 
be in their online shopping, browsing among a number of 
different platforms. Three-fifths of new online shoppers buy 
from a single platform when they start out, whereas only 
two-fifths of mature online shoppers stay with one platform 
while shopping—and a majority of these choose among a 
range of platforms. Further, almost 70% of those who buy 
in only one or two categories use a single platform, while a 
large majority of those who buy in eight categories or more 
tend to shop around. (See Exhibit 14.)

For instance, Ruchi, a 32-year-old who runs a local beauty 
parlor in Delhi, first shopped online in 2017, purchasing a 
TV. She says she was motivated by deep discounts offered 
on the platform that she chose. Although the discounts 
triggered this first purchase, her needs have evolved over 
time, and she now uses a variety of platforms, depending 
on her needs at a given moment. “I shop on multiple 
platforms for different products,” she says. “For example, I 
prefer buying cosmetics from Nykaa, as it’s an expert in 
the category and provides information about skincare. For 
clothes, I prefer Myntra, as it has a wide variety of each 
type of clothing to choose from. But for large-ticket items, 
like electronics and appliances, I scan multiple platforms 
and buy from the platform with the best deal.” 

Overall, about half of online shoppers in India today still 
buy from a single platform, while the other half shop on 
multiple platforms. Interestingly, smaller-city online shop-
pers more typically stay on a single platform, while shop-
pers in metro and tier 1 cities tend to alternate among a 
set of platforms. 

Exhibit�14�-�Platform�Variety�Grows�as�Online�Shoppers�Mature

Sources: Vumonic�online�transaction�data�for�800,000+�internet�users�across�100+�categories�and�15+�platforms�in�urban�areas�only;�BCG�analysis.�

Note: We�considered�only�shoppers�who�completed�at�least�two�online�transactions�during�the�period�April�2019�to�March�2021.�Because�of�round-
ing,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�100%.

1Started�shopping�online�after�April�2020.

2Started shopping online before April 2020.

Majority of new shoppers purchase from a
single platform
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3

27

3
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15

6
4

27

8
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As their category repertoire increases, consumers shop across
more platforms
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10 Contrary to Popular Belief, E-Commerce Is 
 Not Just About Value Plays

E-commerce growth today is not exclusively about dis-
counts. Premium price plays have also grown popular over 
the past two years for major categories such as consumer 
appliances and electronics, including products ranging 
from washing machines and TVs to laptops, mobile devices, 
and even some clothing items. (See Exhibit 15.)

Although we might expect that the rapidly growing cohorts 
of smaller-city, over-45, and female shoppers would lead 
toward increased value shopping in the future, the premi-
um segment is also likely to grow as existing shopper 
cohorts mature. And as observed in our research, while 
discounts and low prices trigger the onboarding of new 
e-commerce shoppers, convenience emerges as a bigger 
impetus as online shoppers mature. In addition, the pan-
demic has led many Indian consumers to purchase more 
premium products online in recent months because of the 
limited alternative avenues available for spending their 
discretionary income.

Exhibit 15 - E-Commerce Is Relevant Across Both Value and Premium 
Price Points

Sources: Vumonic�online�transaction�data�for�800,000+�internet�users�across�100+�categories�and�15+�platforms�in�urban�areas�only;�BCG�analysis.

Note:�The�categories�listed�have�the�following�price-point�definitions:�formal�shirts:�value�=�$0�to�$10.75,�mid�=�$10.76�to�$20.16,�premium�=�over�
$20.16;�T-shirts:�value�=�$0�to�$4.02,�mid�=�$4.03�to�$8.06,�premium�=�over�$8.06;�jeans:�value�=�$0�to�$20.16,�mid�=�$20.17�to�$34.96,�premium�=�
over�$34.96;�washing�machines:�value�=�less�than�$134.50,�mid�=�$134.51�to�$269,�premium�=�over�$269;�TVs:�value�=�less�than�$202,�mid�=�$202.01�
to�$403.50,�premium�=�over�$403.50.�Laptops:�value�=�less�than�$269,�mid�=�$269�to�$538,�premium�=�over�$538;�mobile�devices:�value�=�less�than�
$161.50,�mid�=�$161.51�to�$309,�premium�=�over�$309.�Because�of�rounding,�bar�chart�segment�numbers�may�not�add�up�to�100%.
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India’s fast-maturing e-commerce buyers and rapidly 
evolving digital ecosystem pose both a challenge and an 
opportunity for online retailers and brands, which will need 
to respond to them appropriately. With that in mind, we 
offer a number of guidelines for moving forward in this 
fast-changing environment. 

At a high level, e-tailers and brands should “think fresh”—
looking for new and better ways of working—given the 
influx of new post-pandemic shoppers who have different 
needs and often prefer to buy from emerging channels.

Implications for Brands and E-tailers
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We also recommend that companies extend their approach 
to online shopping channels across the end-to-end con-
sumer purchasing journey. They can do so by using social 
media channels not only to discover and influence new 
customers, but also to sell their products. Likewise, they 
can use digital marketplaces not only to sell products, but 
also to build their brands. In addition, they should take 
advantage of new e-commerce models, such as livestream-
ing and group buying, while digitally reengaging with con-
sumers post-purchase to deepen customer loyalty. 

Whatever approaches they choose, they should move 
swiftly to keep pace with the evolving e-commerce world. 
For each of the ten surprising trends that we found in 
Indian e-commerce, we identify more detailed implications 
and guidance for brands and e-tailers in Exhibit 16. 

Exhibit 16 - The Implications of Unexpected Trends for Brands 
and E-tailers

Sources: BCG analysis.

Unexpected trend Brand implication Platform implication

Over-45 and “next billion” cohorts 
predominate, and women are catching up

• Alter the e-commerce strategy to reach out to these 
cohorts

• Understand the specific needs of these cohorts, and 
design offerings and features to meet them

• Provide a seamless first-time shopping experience, 
and maximize the new-customer share of wallet

• Adopt a micro-market-level fulfillment strategy to 
maximize gross merchandise value and growth

• Modify the platform design, offerings, UI/UX, and 
depth of assortment to cater to the needs of 
high-growth categories

• Develop a focused search monetization strategy, and 
enable customer and influencer engagement on the 
platform

• Develop ways to integrate new social commerce 
models in order to address consumer pain points and 
further propel commerce

• Continuously adapt the platform proposition to retain 
evolving and discerning shoppers

• Leverage opportunities to build need-based premium 
plays, such as superior customer service and 
customization

• Ensure engagement and a seamless purchasing 
experience in smaller cities and rural areas, while 
strengthening the supply chain to cater to evolving 
delivery expectations

• Take the opportunity to cross-sell and upsell even to 
new shoppers

• Develop the right go-to-market approach at a PIN 
code level, based on the maturity of online adoption

• Use online channels to strengthen distribution and 
reach in smaller cities and rural areas

• N/A

• Integrate marketplace-based advertising into the 
brand marketing calendar, and boost customer 
reviews and ratings on relevant platforms

• Support discovery and consumer purchase across 
social media and chat platforms in integrated, 
seamless journeys

• Build a presence across multiple vertical and 
horizontal marketplaces and social commerce and 
conversation platforms, and stay abreast of 
consumers’ evolving preferences

• Take advantage of the potential to offer a premium 
product assortment, larger package sizes, customized 
packaging, etc., on online platforms

Newer shopper cohorts are just as likely to 
include moderate to heavy buyers

Smaller cities are playing an outsize role

Rural areas show enormous potential

E-commerce spending by PIN code 
diverges sharply from offline spending

Online growth categories are changing 
dramatically

Marketplaces now have more digital 
influence than search sites

Social media/chat ranks as a small but 
rapidly growing online-purchase channel

As consumers grow more sophisticated, 
they expand to new platforms

Contrary to popular belief, e-commerce is 
not just about value plays
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